
Please join us thistonight, August 18 at 7 p.m.as Rabbi Jonathan Panitz
leads us at Shabbat worship. Rabbi Panitz is the last in aseries of guest
Rabbis we have engaged to give us tastes of various 'flavors' of Judaism.

Rabbi Panitz holds a Masters Degree in Bio Ethics and iscurrently working
as Hospice Chaplain for Gilchrist Hospice, Baltimore, Maryland.

He will speak about the Doctrine of Double Effect and lead a discussion on
the ethics of decision making. Our decisions result in intended - and
unintended - consequences, in ethics generally, in hospice situations, and
in Judaism in particular. We make decisions for those we love usually with
the very best intentions. Often the results leave us feeling regret.

Services will be followed by a dessert oneg.

Don't miss our event thisWednesday, August 23, 5:30 p.m. at the Strand
Theatre in Rockland!Our speaker, Donald S. Burrisan international lawyer and a senior
partner at Burris, Schoenberg & Waldenwas not only the other lawyer working side-by-side with
Randy Schoenberg to have Maria Altmanns historic rights recognized in theAltmanncase, but has
been the senior partner in the firm working with other looted art cases. He will speak about the case
and his other fascinating experiences in connection with his ongoing efforts to repatriate artworks,
businesses and real estate stolen by the Nazis.

This brief lecture will be followed by a screening ofStealing Klimt, a documentary film about the true
story of the Woman in Gold, running time 86 minutes. Burris will take questions following the film.

Cost:$20; $15Farnsworthmembers, Adas Yoshuron Synagogue members, and Strand members

Tickets may be purchased online through theFarnsworthMuseumhttp://www.
farnsworthmuseum.org/event/returning-nazi-appropriated-art-to-its-rightful-owner/

ALSO: Please send in your listings for the Eternal Light Booklet. Deadline
is August 25. Contact the office if you have any questions.

Shabbat Shalom

Gail
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